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Why the seahorse tail is square
INTRODUCTION: Although the predominant
shapes of most animal tails are cylindrical,
seahorse tails are square prisms. The skeleton
of their tails consists of a bony armor arranged
into several ringlike segments composed of
four L-shaped plates that surround a central
vertebra. These plates articulate with specialized joints that facilitate bending and twisting,
as well as resist vertebral fracture from crushing. Muscles attached to the vertebral column
transmit forces to the bony plates to provide
motion for grasping and holding on to objects
such as sea grasses, mangrove roots, and coral
reefs, which allows them to hide and rely on
camouflage when evading predators and capturing prey.
RATIONALE: We hypothesize that the square
cross-sectional architecture of a seahorse tail
improves mechanical performance in prehension (grasping ability) and armored functions
(crushing resistance), relative to a cylindrical
one. To test this hypothesis, we evaluated the
mechanics of two three-dimensional (3D)–
printed prototypes composed of articulating
plates and vertebrae that mimic the natural
(square prism) and a hypothetical (cylindrical)
tail structure. We compared the bending, twisting, and compressive behavior of the biomimetic prototypes to show that the square profile
is better than the circular one for two integrated functions: grasping ability and crushing
resistance.
RESULTS: Seahorse tails (and the prototypes)

have three primary joints that enable motion:
ball-and-socket, peg-and-socket, and gliding.
The ball-and-socket joints connect adjacent
vertebrae and constrain
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bending in both the square
and cylindrical prototypes
Read the full article
to the same degree, exhibat http://dx.doi.
org/10.1126/
iting a behavior similar to
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that of a natural seahorse
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tail. The peg-and-socket
joints connect the plates of adjacent segments
and substantially restrict twisting in the prototype with a square profile, as compared with
the circular one. The square geometry limits
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Engineering designs answer biological questions. 3D-printed models that mimic a seahorse tail
were designed not only for potential engineering applications but also to answer the biological
question, why might tails organized into square prisms be better than cylinders? A mechanical
comparison of the prototypes shows that articulated square prisms perform better than do cylinders for grasping and resistance to crushing.

excessive torsion and preserves articulatory
organization, which could provide seahorses a
natural safety factor against torsion-induced
damage and assist in tail relaxation. Further,
the square architecture is flat (increasing surface contact) and undergoes an exterior shape
change when twisted, which could allow seahorses to grasp objects with more control. Gliding joints are present at the plate overlaps along
all four sides of both prototypes. Under transverse compression and impact (with a rubber
mallet), the plates of the square prototype slide
past one another with one degree of translation
freedom (analogous to the crushing behavior of
a natural seahorse tail), exhibiting a response
that is stiffer, stronger, and more resilient
than its cylindrical counterpart, whose plates
translate and rotate on impact.
CONCLUSION: Exploration of these biologi-

cally inspired designs provides insight into

the mechanical benefits for seahorses to have
evolved prehensile tails composed of armored plates organized into square prisms.
Beyond their intended practical applications, engineering designs are convenient
means to answer elusive biological questions
when live animal data are unavailable (for
example, seahorses do not have cylindrical
tails). Understanding the role of mechanics in
these prototypes may help engineers to develop future seahorse-inspired technologies
that mimic the prehensile and armored functions of the natural appendage for a variety of
applications in robotics, defense systems, or
biomedicine.
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Why the seahorse tail is square
Michael M. Porter,1* Dominique Adriaens,2 Ross L. Hatton,3
Marc A. Meyers,4,5,6 Joanna McKittrick4,5
Whereas the predominant shapes of most animal tails are cylindrical, seahorse tails are
square prisms. Seahorses use their tails as flexible grasping appendages, in spite of a
rigid bony armor that fully encases their bodies. We explore the mechanics of two
three-dimensional–printed models that mimic either the natural (square prism) or
hypothetical (cylindrical) architecture of a seahorse tail to uncover whether or not the
square geometry provides any functional advantages. Our results show that the square
prism is more resilient when crushed and provides a mechanism for preserving articulatory
organization upon extensive bending and twisting, as compared with its cylindrical
counterpart. Thus, the square architecture is better than the circular one in the context
of two integrated functions: grasping ability and crushing resistance.

S

eahorses do not use their tails for swimming because they lack a caudal fin (1), but
instead as flexible prehensile appendages
that allow them to hide and rely on body
crypsis to evade predators (2) and capture
prey (3) by holding on to objects such as sea
grasses, mangrove roots, and coral reefs (4). The
skeleton of a seahorse consists of a rigid, subdermal armor of articulating bony plates, formed
within the skin, that fully encase its body (Fig. 1A)
(5–13). The tail armor is arranged into several
ring-like segments composed of four L-shaped
plates that surround a central vertebra (Fig. 1B).
Muscles attached to the vertebrae transmit forces
to the bony plates to control motion (10–12).
Recent studies on the musculoskeletal structure,
biomechanics, and kinematics of seahorse tails
suggest that this bony-plated armor actively facilitates tail bending and twisting (Fig. 1B)
(10–12) as well as resists vertebral fracture due to
impact and crushing (Fig. 1C) (13). Selective pressures related to the defensive strategies [bony
plates make eating seahorses difficult (2)] and
feeding behavior [tail-attached, sit-and-wait suction feeding (3)] of seahorses may have driven
the evolution of an ancestral plated system (square
in cross section, but rather rigid and nonprehensile) into a more flexible system of similar
plate organization for an added grasping functionality. Accordingly, we hypothesize that the
cross-sectional square architecture of a seahorse
tail possesses several mechanical advantages that

could have helped promote this adaptation, especially when compared with other grasping appendages in unrelated animal species and other
plated (nonsquare) skeletons in unrelated fish
species.
Whereas several animals have developed grasping appendages that are cylindrical and composed of soft tissues surrounding a central axis of
articulating skeletal elements (for example, tails
of New World monkeys and some lizards, sala-

manders, marsupials, and rodents) (14–17), a peripherally plated skeleton is not exclusive to
fishes and is even an ancestral condition of the
vertebral lineages (18, 19), with different patterns
having arisen independently (such as ostracoderms,
polypterids, gasterosteids, loricariids, and pegasids)
(20). One recurrent pattern is where consecutive
plates articulate through a peg-and-socket connection, combining some level of flexibility with
strength. Such a joint is also present in seahorses,
as well as closely related species from the same
family of Syngnathidae (pipehorses, pipefishes,
and seadragons). What differs among them, however, is that there is notable variation in the size
of pegs and shape of sockets, as has recently been
observed (12). The ancestral syngnathid configuration is a rather rigid nonprehensile tail that is
completely enclosed by strongly abutting but
articulating (peg-and-socket) bony plates, such
as those found in pipefishes (12). Seahorses and
pipehorses are the only lineages that use their
tails as prehensile organs. Yet, they share with
other syngnathids, and closely related seamoths
(Pegasidae), a similar tail cross section that is not
ovally shaped (as would be expected for fishes),
but approximately square (5–13). Because the latter (pipefishes, seadragons, and seamoths) do not
have flexible tails, this suggests that the square
morphology may not reflect a structural adaptation directly related to tail prehensility but could
provide some form of protection. Although it is
likely that larger fish may swallow seahorses and
other syngnathids whole, the peripherally plated
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Fig. 1. Seahorse skeletons are composed of highly articulated bony plates that surround a central
vertebral column. (A and B) mCT images of (A) a seahorse skeleton (H. reidi) and (B) its tail, illustrating
its square cross section and particular flexibility. (C) mCT image of a seahorse tail segment (H. kuda)
after crushing up to ~60% of its original height. For visual clarity, the vertebrae are color-masked
magenta, and the bony plates are color-masked red, yellow, blue, and green. Scale bars, (A) 10 mm; (B)
and (C) 2 mm.
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skeleton can protect their soft tissues against
bites from smaller predators (13). In the case of
pipefishes, which closely resemble the syngnathid
ancestral state, fortifying the body as a poorly
bendable “stick” makes them difficult prey to
swallow and digest (2). Also, their second largest
group of predators (next to teleosts) are waterbirds, with waders and seabirds accounting for
32% of all syngnathid predators (2). Because many
birds use beaks to clamp down and capture prey
before feeding, it is likely that the skeletal armor
could protect seahorses from crushing (13). When
a seahorse tail is crushed, for instance, the bony
plates slide past one another, acting as an energy
absorption mechanism, which resists fracture of
the vertebral column (Fig. 1C) (13). This is different from the mechanisms observed in the skin
and scales of other fish that provide an optimal
flexural stiffness for both swimming and protection against predatory attacks (21–23). Hence,
this complex skeletal system may provide seahorses
an advantageous combination of joint flexibility
for prehension with shielding from external forces
for protection.
Similar to recent works that used robots to
investigate animal behavior and locomotion
(24, 25), we used three-dimensional (3D)–printed
models to explore the mechanics of seahorse
tails. Because cylindrical seahorse tails do not
exist in nature, 3D printing allows us to build
functional models of this hypothetical system
so as to investigate what mechanical advantages
an articulated square prism may have over a cylinder, which is the common shape of most other
animal tails. This falsifiable methodology is
particularly useful to examine the mechanics
of musculoskeletal systems in vertebrates that
are difficult or impossible to study in nature
(for example, seahorses do not have cylindrical
tails). Thus, via 3D printing we replicated comparative models that mimic the specialized joints
and complex morphologies of both the natural
(square prism) and hypothetical (cylindrical)
systems.

In a quest to better understand armored prehensility in seahorses and develop useful tools
inspired by their tails, we designed this new class
of highly articulated structures—not only for biological research, but also for a wide range of potential robotics, armored systems, and biomedical
applications. Such applications for the seahorseinspired technology would be able to take advantage of a large body of kinematics and actuation
work that has been developed for similar long,
slender “continuum” structures inspired by organisms such as snakes and worms (26–30),
squids and octopuses (tentacles) (31, 32), elephants (trunks) (33), and plants (tendrils and
roots) (34, 35). The combination of articulated
rigid plates and elastic deformability observed in
a seahorse tail (Fig. 1) could strike a promising balance between the two dominant paradigms in robotics design: being lighter and more compliant
than traditional “hard” robots built from servos
and metal, but more robust and resistant to external tractions than the emerging class of “soft”
robots with silicone-membrane bodies. However,
akin to nature, the vast majority of these serially
articulated structures (26–35) have cylindrical
profiles. Therefore, we ask the question, why
might square prisms be better than cylinders?
Inspired by seahorses, designed
by engineers
Seahorse tails predominantly bend ventrally (7),
an adaptation that allows seahorses to grasp
objects in front of their line of sight. However,
seahorses can also hyperextend and twist their
tails to achieve moderate degrees of bending in
the dorsal and lateral directions. Measuring the
angle of tail rotation of a seahorse (Hippocampus
kuda) shows that the tail can bend ~850° ventrally, ~290° dorsally, and ~570° laterally, whereas
concurrent bending and twisting allows the tail
to bend in the dorsal or lateral directions to nearly
the same degree as in pure ventral bending (Fig. 2A).
Although tail movement is primarily controlled
by the epaxial, hypaxial, and ventral intervertebral

muscles, and constrained by the vertebral connections and segment interlocks (7, 10, 12), three
additional morphological features present in the
skeletal armor also influence tail bending (Fig.
2, B and C): (i) plate size, (ii) plate skew, and (iii)
plate overlapping.
Recently, Praet et al. (10) measured the size
and skewing of the bony plates along the length
of a seahorse tail. The plates, and consequently
the segments, decrease in size from the proximal
to distal end of the tail; the resulting finer articulation enables a seahorse to smoothly bend
its tail into a logarithmic spiral, with increasing
curvature toward the tip (10). The plate skew
[measured as the angle q between the midline of
the lateral plates and a normal vector to the central spinal column (Fig. 2B)] increases linearly
along the length of the tail, so that the lateral
plates and the spinal column are nearly orthogonal (q = ~0°) at the proximal base, while highly
skewed (q = ~45°) at the distal tip (10). On the
basis of a 2D geometric model of the tail kinematics that reduces the segment joints to their
key salient features [two peg-and-socket joints
that rotate about a single ball-and-socket joint
(fig. S2C)], we identified two primary mechanisms
by which the skew of the tail segments produces
a bias toward ventral bending over dorsal bending (36): (i) The ventral plates are shifted proximally (toward the trunk), whereas the dorsal
plates are shifted distally (away from the trunk).
This proximal-distal shift changes the position of
the pegs within the sockets when the tail is in a
straightened position, so that the pegs are centered
in the sockets on the ventral side but positioned
increasingly closer to the distal-most end of the
sockets on the dorsal side (fig. S2). This offset
placement limits the range of motion of these
joints in dorsal bending while increasing their
range in ventral bending. (ii) Distally shifting the
dorsal peg-and-socket joints angles them toward
the ventral surface, so that they remain tangent
to the rotation of the ball-and-socket joint (fig.
S2). During ventral bending, this offset inclination

Fig. 2. Seahorse tails predominantly
bend ventrally into a logarithmic
spiral. (A) Plot of the angle of
rotation of a seahorse tail (H. kuda)
from the proximal base (0%) to the
distal tip (100%) of the tail in
different bending orientations.
(B and C) mCT images of a seahorse
tail (H. reidi) bent in the ventral
direction, illustrating (B) the segment
size, plate skew, and ventral-overdorsal overlapping features, and (C)
the ball-and-socket, peg-and-socket,
and gliding joints. For visual clarity,
the vertebral column is color-masked
magenta, and the dorsal and ventral
plates are color-masked green and
red, respectively. Scale bars, (B) 6 mm;
(C) 1.5 mm.
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allows the sockets of the distal plates to lie flush
with the pegs of the proximal plates on the dorsal
side of the tail, instead of “peeling” away at these
joints. These two mechanisms both increase the
range of motion of the joints in the ventral direction, producing the different sagittal (ventro-dorsal)
bend angles observed in Fig. 2A, and improve the
alignment of adjacent plates when the tail is in a
curled position (Fig. 2B). Further, it was previously
noted that the ventral plates always overlap the
dorsal plates along the lateral sides of the tail (Fig.
2B) (13). This bisymmetric ventral-over-dorsal overlapping arrangement likely promotes ventral tail
bending as well (fig. S3), so that the ventral plates
have more freedom to slide and rotate, and hence
more articulation space, because they are not rigidly attached to the vertebral column [as in the
case of the dorsal plates (7, 10)]. Consequently, we
hypothesize that eliminating all of these morphological features (plate size, skew, and ventral-overFig. 3. Computer models
designed to mimic the structural organization of a seahorse tail. (A) mCT images of a
seahorse tail skeleton (H. kuda)
composed of three segments.
(B) CAD models of three
segments from both the square
prism (top) and cylindrical
(bottom) artificial skeletons. For
visual clarity, the vertebrae are
color-masked magenta, and the
plates are color-masked yellow,
red, green, and blue.

dorsal overlaps) from the skeletal armor of a seahorse would allow its tail to bend equally in all
directions (ignoring the effect of muscular orientation and connective tissue composition).
To test this hypothesis, we designed and built
two artificial skeletons composed of articulating
plates and vertebrae arranged into either the
natural square prism or a hypothetical cylindrical architecture (36). In Fig. 3, microcomputed
tomography (mCT) images of three segments of a
natural seahorse tail skeleton are juxtaposed with
computer-aided design (CAD) models generated
to fabricate the 3D-printed prototypes. Pictures
of the two prototypes are shown in Fig. 4, highlighting the key structural elements incorporated
into the designs. The primary components of the
prototypes were scaled up and modified via CAD
software (SolidWorks, Dassault Systemes, Waltham,
MA) by mimicking the dominant geometries observed from mCT scans of a natural bony plate

and vertebra extracted from the proximal base of
a seahorse tail. The computer models were then
transferred to a 3D printer (Dimension 1200es,
Stratasys, Eden Prairie, MN) to build the artificial plates and vertebrae from a rigid thermoplastic [ABSplus (Stratasys), where both the black
and blue materials have nearly equivalent properties, with a compressive modulus of ~700 MPa],
which were assembled together with compression
springs (with a spring constant of 3.36 N/mm) and
elastic bands (with a tensile modulus of 15 MPa)
(Fig. 4 and table S1). The materials selected for
the different components of the prototypes were
chosen for convenience (ABSplus is available inhouse, and the elastic bands are available at local
retailers) and showed a similar order-of-magnitude
difference in stiffness to that observed in natural
fish bones (3.5 to 19.4 GPa) (37) and fibrous tissues
(1.2 to 10 MPa) (37), respectively (table S1). The
compression springs were selected to mimic the
highly deformable compressive behavior observed
in the vertebral struts of a natural seahorse tail
[more detail is available in (13)]. Because the 3Dprinted plates and vertebrae are nearly two orders
of magnitude stiffer than the other load-bearing
components (springs and elastic bands), they
are approximated as fully rigid bodies throughout this study. Thus, the small volumetric differences between the “square” and “circular” plates
can be considered negligible because the artificial
plates and vertebrae are assumed to experience
deformations much smaller than those observed
in the overall structures (36).
In addition, both prototypes have three primary joints: ball-and-socket, peg-and-socket, and
gliding (Fig. 4). These specialized joints provide
the prototypes several internal degrees of rotational and translational freedom, allowing the
structures to bend, twist, and compress with
multiple modes of deformation. In building the
prototypes, we excluded two features of the natural tail morphology: the tapering of the segments toward the distal end of the tail, and the

Fig. 4. 3D-printed prototypes designed to mimic the specialized joints of a seahorse tail. (A and B) Images of the seahorse-inspired prototypes
with (A) a square cross section and (B) a circular cross section, depicting the primary structural features and joints incorporated into the designs.
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skewing of the segments. This simplification focuses attention on the cross-sectional structure
of the plates. The tapering is relatively small
[<5% size difference between adjacent links near
the proximal base (10)] and allows the tail to grasp
small objects (10, 11). Similarly, the change in
segment skew is relatively small (~2° to 3°
angular difference between adjacent links) and
can be accounted for in the tail’s bias toward
ventral bending (fig. S2). If we had incorporated
the segment skew in our model, we anticipate
that the resulting offset between the ventral and
dorsal plates would have provided a small increase to the crushing resistance of the prototypes (by spreading loads applied to a ventral
plate across two dorsal plates, and vice versa). The
sequence of intrasegmental connections (plate
overlaps) in the prototypes was asymmetrically
alternated, so that each alternating segment contains right-over-left overlaps, followed by leftover-right overlaps, along the central midlines,
eliminating the regular ventral-over-dorsal overlapping arrangement observed in the natural
tail. These design modifications produced a
quadraxial symmetry in both prototypes, which
as hypothesized facilitates equal bending in all
three directions (ventral, dorsal, and lateral).
Bending, twisting, and prehension
The images and CAD models of the square
prismatic and cylindrical prototypes shown in
Fig. 5 illustrate the limits of bending and twisting, which would likely change by altering the
size and skewing of the plates (36). If the plates
are bisymmetrically overlapped to more closely
mimic the natural configuration, the prototypes
favor bending in the “ventral” direction, which
was confirmed via experimental observations
(fig. S3). Regardless, for comparative purposes,

bending is primarily constrained by the ball-andsocket joints, which are designed to have a
maximum rotation angle of ~12° in all directions
(ignoring contact between the plates of adjacent
segments). According to this constraint and as
seen in Fig. 5, C and D, both artificial skeletons
can bend ~90° over a span of approximately eight
segments, matching that of the proximal base of
a seahorse tail (12). When considering contact between the plates of adjacent segments, however,
bending is slightly less restricted in the cylindrical
prototype than in the square one. As shown in
movie S1 and Fig. 5B, the cylindrical prototype can
bend to nearly the same degree in any plane offaxis from the vertebral struts (covering all 360° of
rotation), whereas the square prototype can bend
to a higher degree in the planes oriented parallel
and perpendicular to the vertebral struts (in the
ventral-dorsal and lateral directions) than those
off-axis because contact at the peg-and-socket
joints restricts substantial out-of-plane bending.
Twisting, on the other hand, is fully constrained
by the physical boundaries imposed at each pegand-socket joint. As seen in Fig. 5, C and D, the
overall twist of the cylindrical prototype is approximately twice that of the square prototype,
with an angle of twist of ~30°—as opposed to only
~15°—between adjacent segments. This difference
is due to the type of interference that occurs at the
peg-and-socket joints. In the cylindrical prototype,
interference between the pegs and vertebral struts
limits twisting (Fig. 5D). However, in the square
prototype, interference between the pegs and
sockets occurs well before contact with the vertebral struts, restricting excessive torsion between
segments (Fig. 5C).
This natural geometric constraint imposed by
the peg-and-socket joints of the square architecture could help preserve musculoskeletal or-

ganization in a seahorse tail because it provides a
natural safety factor against possible torsioninduced damage or misalignment from overtwisting. It also provides a passive mechanism
for articulatory reorganization upon extensive
bending and twisting, which could be advantageous for seahorses to expend less energy when
returning their tails to a neutral resting position—
slightly bent in the ventral direction (a result of
skewing), but straight in the lateral directions
[based on observations of a sedated seahorse (11)].
This mechanism observed in the square prototype
is demonstrated in movie S1. After deformation, the
square prototype always returns to the same linearly aligned resting position, whereas the cylindrical one does not (movie S1, dashed yellow
lines). Instead, the lack of interference between
its pegs and sockets allows the cylindrical prototype to rest in nearly any bent or twisted position.
In addition, the flat exterior surfaces of the
square cross section increase contact area and stability when wrapped around an object, as compared with a circular cross section. When twisted,
the square segments transform its exterior shape
from a square prism to a solid helix, whereas
the exterior profile of the cylindrical prototype
remains unchanged under torsion (Fig. 5). The
corner edges of this twisted configuration could
provide the square architecture more prehensile
control—for instance, when a seahorse adjusts its
tail-grip on objects. Although not yet observed in
nature, this type of twisted shape transformation
could also be used to generate a sequence of repetitive forces allowing the articulated square
prism to move or wriggle along a variety of substrates in a traveling-coil motion, akin to that
demonstrated in modular snake robots (38). Thus,
the flattened topology of the square architecture has
several functional advantages related to bending

Fig. 5. Bending and twisting performance of the prototypes. (A and B) Photographs and (C and D) CAD models of the square (left) and cylindrical
(right) prototypes, illustrating the limits of bending and twisting. A more complete comparison of bending and twisting is provided in movie S1.
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and twisting that could allow seahorses to grasp
objects with more control.
Impact, crushing, and protection
Beyond simple bending and twisting, the artificial skeletons also mimic the protective energy
absorption mechanism observed in the highly deformable skeleton of a seahorse tail (Fig. 1C) (13).
When subject to impact, such as the compressive
force of a rubber mallet (Fig. 6, A and B, and
movie S2), the gliding joints and vertebral struts
of the prototypes allow the plates to slide past
one another (or rotate, in the case of the cylindrical prototype), absorb the impact when compressed, and subsequently protect the internal
vertebral column from brittle fracture. As seen in
movie S2, the square prototype returns to its linearly aligned resting position after impact, whereas
the cylindrical one remains partially deformed and
misaligned (even when the first and last segments
are taped to the supporting plane). Although there
is some plate rotation observed in segments of the
square prototype adjacent to the primary impact
point, the plates directly impacted mainly show
linear sliding. In contrast, the cylindrical prototype experiences extreme reverberations transferred through its vertebral column upon impact.
Under ideal uniaxial compression, the artificial square skeleton deforms linearly by sliding
its plates past one another with approximately
one degree of translational freedom (Fig. 6C).
The cylindrical skeleton, on the other hand, deforms with approximately two degrees of freedom
(one translational and one rotational), resulting in
linear compressive and expansive deformations
parallel and perpendicular to the applied force,
respectively, leading to a cross-sectional shape
change from circular to elliptical (Fig. 6D). When
subject to biaxial compression, both the square
and cylindrical skeletons deform bisymmetrically.
However, the square architecture can contract its
outer profile by ~30% (apparent reduction of
cross-sectional area) (Fig. 6E), whereas the con-

tracted profile of the circular one is reduced by
only ~10% (Fig. 6F). The difference in the compressive behavior of the two cross sections is a
result of the different plate geometries. The flattened morphology of the plates in the square
skeleton allows linear sliding to occur without
disrupting its outer profile, whereas the rounded
plates in the circular one interfere and create
large gaps or rotation between adjacent plates.
Although seahorses are unlikely to experience biaxial compression in nature, this type of contractive deformation is of interest for comparison to
similar behaviors that occur in other organisms
and mimetic technologies (such as peristalsis and
burrowing) (29, 39).
In contrast, the mechanical behavior of square
and circular solid rings (without gliding joints)
subject to transverse uniaxial and transverse biaxial
compression is shown to the right of each image
in Fig. 6, C to F (where the resulting deformations
are exaggerated for clarity). Derivations of analytical expressions describing these shapes, shown
in figs. S4 and S5, are included in (36). Under
transverse uniaxial compression, thin solid rings
buckle at their midsections when the internal
stresses accumulated in the rings exceed the yield
stress of the ring material, forming plastic yield
hinges where permanent deformation begins (Fig.
6, C and D) (40–42). By analogy, rings subject to
biaxial compression also form plastic hinges at
the locations of maximum stress where yielding
begins (Fig. 6, E and F, red dots). The onset of
these plastic hinges occurs when the absolute
internal moment (|M′|) accumulated in the rings
exceeds the plastic yield moment of the ring material (M0), which are both approximated as a
moments per unit length (b) for square and circular rings (40–42)
jM ′ j > M0 ¼

s0 t 2
4

ð1Þ

where s0 is the yield strength of the ring material
and t is the ring thickness, assuming plane strain

so that the length of the ring (or tube) is much
greater than its thickness (b >> t). The locations of the plastic hinge zones are shown in
fig. S6, determined analytically in (36), and verified experimentally for unilateral compression in
Fig. 7, F and G. Accordingly, the plastic hinge
zones are assumed to be controlled by the tensile
properties of the ring material (36), as noted by
the observation of crazing that occurs because of
tension at these locations (Fig. 7, F and G).
In seahorses, the problem of plastic hinge formation and subsequent buckling of their ringlike armor is solved by having gliding joints at
the locations of these plastic yield zones. The
highly deformable vertebral struts and connective
tissues—which exhibit local buckling and tensile
stretching rather than brittle fracture and tearing,
respectively—let the bony plates slide past one
another to absorb energy when compressed (Fig.
1C) (13). This mechanism allows the tail (of a deceased seahorse) to deform to nearly 50% before
the onset of permanent failure in the vertebral
column (13). Exploiting this mechanism, we mimicked the vertebral struts and connective collagen with compression springs and elastic bands,
respectively. When crushed, the springs compress—and bend or buckle, if necessary—to allow
the artificial plates to slide and/or rotate (Fig. 7, B
and C, and movie S2). As the plates move, the
elastic bands connecting adjacent plates stretch,
a response observed to be independent of the
displacement rate (fig. S1). These two mechanisms bear the load in the two prototypes when
subjected to transverse compression, exhibiting up to ~17% linear elastic deformation in the
square prototype and ~12% in the circular one
(Fig. 7A).
Upon further analysis, it is apparent that the
square prototype under compression is stiffer,
stronger, and more resilient than the circular one
(Fig. 7A). The load carried by the square skeleton
composed of six segments (P□) can be expressed
as a function of its linear displacement (d), treating

Fig. 6. Impact and crushing performance of the prototypes. (A and B) Images of the square (top) and cylindrical (bottom) prototypes subject to
impact by a rubber mallet. A high-speed comparison of the prototypes subject to impact is provided in movie S2. (C to F) CAD models of the artificial
skeletons (left) and representative schematics of solid rings (right) subject to transverse uniaxial and transverse biaxial compression, showing the
locations of primary and secondary plastic hinges with red arrows in (C) and (D) and red dots in (E) and (F). All units are in millimeters.
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the 3D-printed plates and vertebrae as rigid
bodies, so that


1
b
ks þ 6 s3 þ 4ke d
ð2Þ
P□ ¼ 6 
2
Ls
where ks = 3.36 N/mm is the compressive spring
constant, bs = 2.0 × 10−4 N · m2 is the flexural
rigidity of the springs, Ls = 10 mm is the active
length of the springs in bending, and ke = 0.20 N/mm
is the effective spring constant of the elastic bands
(fig. S7) (36). Similarly, the load carried by the
cylindrical skeleton composed of six segments
(P○) can also be expressed as a function of its
linear displacement (d)


1
a
b
P○ ¼ 6 
ks ðd þ gÞ þ ke z
ð3Þ
4
c
c
where a, b, and c are geometric relations dependent on the radius of plate curvature (R = 30 mm),

and (d + g) and z are the vertical and lateral
displacements of the cylindrical skeleton, respectively (36). To account for the six segments in each
prototype compressed in parallel (Fig. 7, A to C),
Eqs. 2 and 3 are both multiplied by a factor of six.
A plot of these equations (dashed lines) is shown
in Fig. 7A, compared with experimental data obtained via compression tests of the prototypes
(Fig. 7A, solid lines), each composed of six segments. The analytical expressions (P□ and P○)
both underpredict the actual load carried by the
two prototypes. This discrepancy is because for
simplicity, the frictional forces between adjacent
plates and the prototypes with the compression
platforms were neglected throughout the analyses. Regardless, the force-displacement curves in
Fig. 7A illustrate the fact that the square prototype is ~3× stiffer, ~4× stronger, and ~1.5× more
elastic than its circular counterpart. At the point

Fig. 7. Unilateral compression of the prototypes and solid rings. (A)
Plot of the compressive load versus normalized displacement for the
square (black) and cylindrical (blue) prototypes subject to unilateral compression between two rigid plates. The solid lines correspond to direct
experimental measurements, and the dashed lines correspond to theoretical predictions of load and displacement from Eqs. 2 and 3. (B and C)
Images of the square (top) and cylindrical (bottom) prototypes subject to
transverse unilateral compression just before strut disjoining, correspond-
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at which the load drops off because of a minor
collapse of the structures (Fig. 7A, red arrows),
the springs are almost fully compressed and
begin to buckle before disjoining from the plates.
At this point, the prototypes no longer exhibit a
purely elastic behavior. Although recoverable, the
structural integrity of the internal struts (compression springs) becomes compromised, making
these points the elastic limits of the prototypes.
In juxtaposition, the compressive behavior of
square and circular solid rings composed of the
same 3D-print material (ABSplus) used to fabricate the seahorse-inspired prototypes is shown
in Fig. 7, D to G. As seen in the plot of Fig. 7D, the
solid rings are seemingly much stronger and
stiffer than the articulated prototypes (Fig. 7A).
Also, the square ring is an order of magnitude
stiffer and stronger than the circular one of equal
height but undergoes much less transverse

ing to the red arrows in (A). (D) Plot of the compressive load versus
normalized displacement for a square (black dashed line) and circular (blue
dashed-dotted line) solid ring subject to transverse unilateral compression
between two rigid plates. (E) Magnified plot illustrating the elastic region
and yield points of the load-displacement curves in (D). (F and G) Images
of the square (top) and circular (bottom) solid rings subject to transverse
unilateral compression just before fracture, corresponding to the red arrows in (D).
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displacement before failure. Nevertheless, these
behaviors (Fig. 7D) occur when the solid rings
are loaded within the plastic regime, beyond the
initial formation of plastic hinges [which begin
at the yield point, the first sign of permanent deformation (Fig. 7E)]. Considering this, it is more
useful to compare the elastic behavior of the
articulated prototypes (Fig. 7A) with that of the
solid rings (Fig. 7E). As indicated in Fig. 7E, both
solid rings begin to yield at ~30 N, whereas the
square ring elastically deforms only ~0.1% and
the circular ring ~0.8%. When crushed, the square
prototype outperforms the cylindrical one, exhibiting a higher strength and stiffness, analogous
to the mechanical performance of the solid rings.
The square prototype is also more resilient than
the cylindrical one, absorbing more energy before failure (strut disjoining), a trend not observed
in the solid rings (solid rings with circular cross
sections are more resilient than square ones).
Thus, the specialized joints present in the prototypes (and likewise in a seahorse tail) provide the
structures an enhanced range of motion, not
only in bending and twisting but also in resistance to crushing.
Concluding remarks
The highly articulated bony plates that surround
the central vertebral axis of a seahorse tail actively facilitate bending and twisting as well as
resist vertebral fracture from impact and crushing. To explore why the bony plates are arranged
into cross-sectional squares rather than circles,
we analyzed the mechanics of 3D-printed models
that mimic the natural (square prism) and hypothetical (cylindrical) architectures of a seahorse
tail skeleton. Physical manipulation of the two
prototypes revealed that the square architecture
possesses several mechanical advantages over its
circular counterpart in bending, twisting, and resistance to crushing. The enhanced performance
realized in the square architecture provides insight into the way in which seahorses may benefit from having prehensile tails composed of
armored plates organized into square prisms,
rather than cylinders. This study demonstrates
that engineering designs are convenient means
to answer elusive biological questions when biological data are nonexistent or difficult to obtain.
In addition, understanding the role of mechanics
in these biologically inspired designs may help
engineers to develop seahorse-inspired technologies for a variety of applications in robotics, defense systems, or biomedicine.
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